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Only for parents of Aspergers/High functioning Autism This book is intended for parents with
children who've high functioning autism or aspergers, and not so much for parents whose
children are on the far side of the spectrum, with an increase of moderate to classic autism and
nonverbal. Also intended for parents of school age group children not really much younger
children. This book in fact made me more unfortunate and disheartened. A good little angry, for
being so biased and just including one side of the spectrum, thus prompting this review as a
warning. Wonderful accurate stories of encouragement I wish We had read this before my
grandson was identified as having Asperger and ADHD. It was an excellent start but As a mom of
a child on the autism spectrum, I appreciate many of the stories but found it somewhat limited.
It was an excellent start but, I'd love to read even more of the very real and deep peaks and
valley's of the autism experience. On the finish of the spectrum where kids tend to be more
dependant, this reserve was just a little painful. Very heart warming reserve though, I simply
thought it overlooked the more difficult areas of raising a kid on the spectrum which constantly
disappoints me because, there are stories of the very most center wrenching behaviors (e. This is
a collection of the most valuable of occasions and I am aware the teller is not without times
down in the valleys, but sadly this would not be as big of help me today, as it was so long ago.,
personal injurious, perseveration, meltdowns) that children and their own families have
overcome and could spread desire to many that have none. Overall, the book is pleasurable but
unrealistic in most, I understand this because, I am not only a mother, but also a specialist
advocate for particular education. I've seen amazing stuff happen over time, and would like to
start hearing those stories, because for most, the autism encounter is not light hearted.
However, the love and connection that can be found can be profound. I highly recommend it
Found this a helpful / motivational go through when my 19 month old was diagnosed Feels on
where page. Having a child on the spectrum I immediately ordered the reserve and am pleased I
did. The Poultry Soup series is designed to become inspirational and uplifting, so it's no surprise
that while most of the tales include pain, frustration, grief, and problems, they tend to end in a
positive way.I'm a "neuro-typical" mom, with an adult son who is also neuro-typical.. This
reserve is an excellent, and sensitive reference to share.While many of the heartwarming stories
were things most parents could relate to, clearly, raising a kid on the spectrum provides with it
many special challenges along with rewards. Anyone raising a kid on the spectrum can find so
much wish throughout this reserve.Still, We cannot help yet be troubled by way of a) the
growing percentage of the population with one of these disorders, and b) the support system
that's not, really - great in some places, nearly totally missing in others.I believe for parents,
siblings, teachers, and others with an ASD family member, this book is a treasured "WE HAVE
BEEN Not Alone" assortment of stories that'll be browse and reread. Since parents generally die
before their kids, and develop infirm sometime before that, what are we planning to DO with
these people? They don't all have siblings or additional relatives willing and able to bring them
into their homes. That is something we as a culture need to think about, discuss, and arrange for,
sooner, rather than later. While with therapy and assistance many children on the spectrum
grow up to be independent, self-sufficient adults who are a HUGE asset to their communities,
others will never have the ability to live independently - and then what? As somebody touched
by ASD in a less direct method, I still loved the anthology, and hope many others will choose it
up for a deeper understanding of these men, females, and children on the spectrum who are part
of our world. An inside look on the children and families in the ASD We was excited to see that
the poultry soup for the soul series had done a reserve about autism and ASD. Such a huge
selection of stories and encounters!It was very inspiring and moving . Through the 6 years since,



I've discovered that while they caved a vast majority in the spectrum, it leaves out plenty of
what would be considered a far more accurate representation of autism. Wonderful read Great
book! Maybe, I'll just contact Jack Canfield myself and talk about my tips, ha ha. It saddened me.
SUCH AN EXCELLENT READ! Mandatory read. It contains plenty of wonderful stories of people
who've experienced autism first hand. I was struggling with my son's analysis with Asperger's,
which really helped. It's heartwarming. Nevertheless, there are ASD children and parents of ASD
children, throughout me, including four of my blog and Twitter friends who have stories in this
anthology..... Loved this book so very much I approved it along to close friends. A definite
browse! I highly recommended this book Not for parents of even more dependant kids This book
is great whenever your child on the spectrum is one particular quirky kids who can basically do
almost anything that "normal" kids can do but are just a little special. I applaud the parents,
siblings, teachers, among others who've a beloved relative on the spectrum, who focus on the
silver linings instead of the dark clouds. I linked to just about any story and felt quick relief that
others possess walked the same path before me. Wonderful book, highly recommend! Loved it!
Irrespective, cheerful, uplifting - season jerker where ever the reader is definitely on their
journey. Hopeful and Heartwarming With regards to ASD, Autism Spectrum Disorder, the key
word that strikes me is spectrum. A way to obtain hope and comfort after my 19 month old had
been diagnosed. Reading about family members dealing with the stares of strangers in public
places when their child had a meltdown or sensory problems produced me tear up at
times,going through this today myself with my toddler I know I'm not by yourself .g. I am only
begun to go through this but currently I love it, the first chapter for me explains perfectly how I
feel and what it really is like to have a child with Autism. It had been not something I possibly
could relate to. I'd understand what my boy and daughter-in-regulation were experiencing.
Maybe I'd have been a better helper and support for them. My grandson is the sweetest dearest
small boy and I love him with all my center. A reserve to be shared I am a grandmother of 4
grandchildren about the autism spectrum. Usually looking for ways to help people understand
some reasons for having autism, especially when asked. My boy has an adult half-brother on the
spectrum, and my child talks with love, actually excitement, about someday becoming his
brother's literal "keeper," because it is unlikely his brother will ever be able to live on his own.
Thank you so much. Loved this book so much I passed it along to ... Such an excellent read for
anyone that has a loved one, friend, relative, or has any form of autism.it can cause you to laugh,
cry, smile therefore much more! Great read This book is amazing I wish I had found it sooner Five
Stars great book and delivery was on time Five Stars Book arrived in great condition and with a
bookmark, awesome!
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